
Would You Like To Trade Just Like Wendy? 
Well Now You Can! 

We'd like to offer you an invitation to follow in Wendy's footsteps throughout the trading day as she identifies
potential low risk/high reward opportunities in real time. 

“Fly on the Wall Trading” 
Almost as good as sitting next to Wendy herself 

 Shorten the Trade Selection Process by Reviewing Wendy’s
 Trading Examples In Real-Time In Your Own Trading Account 

 Learn How to Trade with Confidence by Witnessing “First
 Hand” How a Professional Selects the Best Trading Opportunities 
 Throughout Each Trading Day 

 Each Trade Example is Sent Instantly via Text and Email to
 Ensure Timely Review 

 So when Wendy Sees It, Your Account Shows It!

To reserve your seat, please email - Info@WendyKirkland.net   or call 

Toll Free 1-801-890-6906 and reserve your seat today! 

PLUS:  This Membership comes with a “Full Money Back Guarantee”! 

Below are examples of recent trade examples:  Note: Limit orders provide suggested fill guidelines 

while still allowing for optimal execution prices. 

Potential Market Signals for Entry

Sent - Wed, Jan 3, 2018 at 2:47 PM 
We wish to buy the GM (General Motors) Mar 16 Exp. $43 Call for $1.80 Limit 

Potential Market Signals for Exit

Sent - Fri, Jan 5, 2018 at 10:16 AM 
We wish to sell the GM (General Motors) Mar 16 Exp. $43 Call for $2.40 Limit 

* Official entry and exit fills are then confirmed by you or your broker
** Actual fills are typically much better than the limit prices that are given 

To view Wendy’s entire library of Books, Newsletters and Services, please visit www.WendyKirkland.net. 

If you have any questions, please email us at  Info@WendyKirkland.net or call Toll Free 
at 1-801-890-6906.
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No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same or similar results as any person providing a testimonial. No 
representation is being made that the person providing the testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on 
which the testimonial is provided.

Auto-trading, or any broker or advisor-directed type of trading, is not supported or endorsed by Universal Financial Independence, Inc. For 
additional information on auto-trading, you may visit the SEC's website: All About Auto-Trading, https://www.sec.gov/reportspubs/investor-
publications/investorpubsautotradinghtm.html.

Universal Financial Independence, Inc. does not recommend or refer subscribers to broker-dealers. You should perform your own due 
diligence with respect to satisfactory broker-dealers and whether to open a brokerage account. You should always consult with your own 
professional advisers regarding equities and options on equities trading. The information provided by the newsletters, trading, training and 
educational products related to various markets (collectively referred to as the "Services") is not customized or personalized to any particular 
risk profile or tolerance. Nor is the information published by Universal Financial Independence, Inc. a customized or personalized 
recommendation to buy, sell, hold, or invest in particular financial products. The Services are intended to supplement your own research and 
analysis. Universal Financial Independence, Inc. Services are not a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any financial products, and the Services 
are not intended to provide money management advice or services.

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Trading and investing involve substantial risk. Trading on margin carries a 
high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Other than the refund policy detailed elsewhere, Universal Financial Independence, 
Inc. does not make any guarantee or other promise as to any results that may be obtained from using the Services. No person subscribing for 
the Services ("Subscriber") should make any investment decision without first consulting his or her own personal financial adviser, broker or 
consultant. Universal Financial Independence, Inc. disclaims any and all liability in the event anything contained in the Services proves to be 
inaccurate, incomplete or unreliable, or results in any investment or other loss by a Subscriber. You should trade or invest only "risk capital" - 
money you can afford to lose. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount invested or 
more. All investments carry risk and all trading decisions made by a person remain the responsibility of that person. There is no guarantee 
that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. Subscribers should fully understand all 
risks associated with any kind of trading or investing before engaging in such activities. 

Some profit examples are based on hypothetical or simulated trading. This means the trades are not actual trades and instead are 
hypothetical trades based on real market prices at the time the recommendation is disseminated. No actual money is invested, nor are any 
trades executed. Hypothetical or simulated performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Hypothetical performance results have 
many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. Also, the hypothetical results do not include the costs of subscriptions, 
commissions, or other fees. Because the trades underlying these examples have not actually been executed, the results may understate or 
overstate the impact of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading services in general are also designed with the 
benefit of hindsight, which may not be relevant to actual trading. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no 
hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk of actual trading. Universal Financial Independence, Inc. 
makes no representations or warranties that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. No representation is being 
made that you will achieve profits or the same results as any person providing testimonial. No representation is being made that any person 
providing a testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial was provided, and in fact 
the person providing the testimonial may have experienced losses. Some figures presented represent the total amount of option premium 
collected during the referenced period. Actual profits were less. Open trade profit results may have increased or decreased when the trades 
were closed out.

Wendy Kirkland's experiences are not typical. Wendy Kirkland is an experienced investor, and your results will vary depending on risk 
tolerance, amount of risk capital utilized, size of trading position and other factors. Certain Subscribers may modify Wendy Kirkland's 
methods, or modify or ignore the rules or risk parameters, and any such actions are taken entirely at the Subscriber's own election and for the 
Subscriber's own risk.

For Typical customer results, please see TradeWins.com/survey - http://tradewins.com/customer-satisfaction-survey-2018.   These survey 
results are results from products and services offered by Wendy Kirkland and other authors. Past performance for these programs products 
or services does not necessarily guarantee positive performance for any product or service in the future. However, subscribers who do not 
achieve similar returns will gain a financial education through their use of the product or service.
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